Sika Competence in Wood Floor Installation
Wood Floor Installations with Sika Systems

Speed:
Fast and Reliable Application Improves Your Profitability

Fast setting and easy to apply, the elastic wood floor bonding adhesives from Sika help you to considerably speed up your work on site. With the use of SikaBond® elastic wood floor adhesives your workforce can be far more productive. SikaBonds® adhesives are fast curing (sandable in 12hrs), have a rapid initial tack free time and excellent application properties (easy to spread / stable trowel marks and non stringing). As the application continues you can soon walk on the previously installed areas of wood floor.

Very fast application, with the unique SikaBond® Dispensers.

The adhesive application time can be reduced by up to 80% and the overall wood installation time can be more than 65% faster using these SikaBond Dispensers! This can give you an enormous advantage, with an edge over even your toughest competitors.

Sika Wood Floor Installations Over Underfloor Heating

- Large areas – with no joints
- Intensive use
- Aesthetic appearance around
- Attractive appearance

- Dinning rooms
- Exhibition and Conference rooms
- Pools
- Hot tubs

Optimizing Adhesive Consumption

Perfectly uniform distribution with SikaBond Dispensers with the SikaBond® adhesives.

Optimized consumption through uniform adhesive a
The use of SikaBond® Dispensers reduces the adhesive using the right amount of material.

Optimized Use of Adhesive w

With SikaBond® Dispensers all the adhesive is used. The very low packaging volume and weight also keeps...
Sika Wood Floor Installations Over Underfloor Heating

Compatible Solutions for Typical ‘Unexpected Problems’ on Site

A complete range of adhesives:
Sika provides a complete portfolio of wood floor bonding adhesives. Systems available for use from internal installations with engineered wood, to externally installed tropical wood decks.

Excessive moisture content in the subfloor:
With the application of Sika® Primer MB as a moisture barrier, you can start the wood floor installation much sooner, without waiting until the subfloor is completely dry.

Weak subfloors:
Sika® Primer MB can also be used effectively for substrate strengthening.

Difficult subfloor adhesion:
For subfloors with poor adhesion properties, or for use as an adhesion promoter over old adhesive residues in refurbishment projects, Sika® Primer MB is once again the perfect solution.

Uneven subfloors:
The easy to apply, fast curing and low shrinkage Sika® Level-200/300 levelling screed, can level out subfloor unevenness from 0.5mm up to 30mm and it is fully compatible with the rest of the Sika wood floor bonding range.

Expanding Your Business

Sika’s wood floor bonding and deck caulking systems enable you to install wood floors in many different areas, even outdoors and in wet rooms. Wood floors can now be installed everywhere: in health spas, gymnasiums, poolside areas, bars, restaurants and so forth.

With the use of SikaBond®, there are many new areas with high profitable work waiting for you.

For the most recent information and details please go to: www.sika.com or your countries Sika webpage
Sika Solutions for Wood Floor Bonding

**SikaBond® Dispensers**

With SikaBond® Dispensers the application of the SikaBond® wood floor adhesives is very much faster. The application of the adhesive can be up to 10 times faster, with overall installation of the wood floor up to 4 times faster. Waste is reduced to a minimum. The adhesive application is very clean and done standing up.

**Sika® AcouBond® System for improved acoustics**

The unique and patented Sika AcouBond System can improve both impact sound and the ambient sound on wood floors substantially. Impact sound is reduced up to minus 18db and the wooden boards are securely fixed to the subfloor. The Sika AcouBond system is therefore an ideal combination of a floating installation and a fully bonded wood floor installation.

**Durable and elastic full surface bonding increase possibilities**

SikaBond® adhesives for elastic full surface bonding are very accommodating products. Almost every wood species can now be bonded. When Sika’s full surface bonding adhesives are used, peripheral gaps between walls and floors can also be minimized; larger areas without expansion joints can also be realised.

**Exclusive appearance with Sika’s wood caulking system**

Sika’s wood caulking system has its origins in the marine industry. Teak decks on boats and leisure cruisers are bonded and sealed with SikaBonds® and Sikaflex®. They have to withstand severe exposure conditions every day and remain good looking all of the time. This system makes it possible for wooden floors to be installed almost everywhere: Indoors and Outdoors, in wet rooms, around pools and hot tubs for example.

**Economic installations for less demanding requirements**

The SikaBond® Cordon / Beaded System is simply the most ecological and economic system for less demanding projects. The high elasticity of the SikaBond® adhesive makes it possible to achieve an economic installation where limits on the possible wood floor types can also be accepted.

**Sika’s subfloor pre-treatment systems**

Subfloor treatment is another core competence of Sika. Sika® Primer MB is used for moisture barriers, substrate strengthening and improving adhesion on difficult substrates. Sika® Level® is used to level uneven subfloors. All of these products from the one supplier ensure full system compatibility.

**Also Available from Sika**

Sika Services AG
Business Unit Contractors
Speckstrasse 22
CH-8330 Pfäffikon
Switzerland
Phone +41 58 436 23 80
Fax +41 58 436 23 77
www.sika.com

Our most current General Sales Conditions shall apply.
Please consult the Product Data Sheet prior to any use and processing.